22. DO CLIMATE CHANGE AND EL NIÑO
INCREASE LIKELIHOOD OF YANGTZE RIVER
EXTREME RAINFALL?
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Anthropogenic climate change has increased the risk of 2016 Yangtze River extreme summer rainfall
by 17%–59%, and the increase could reach 37%–91% in El Niño years.
Introduction. In June–July 2016, a barrage of extreme
rainfall hit the middle and lower reaches of Yangtze
River in eastern China, which caused severe urban
inundations in large cities such as Wuhan and Nanjing, and resulted in direct economic loss of 70 billion
RMB (about $10 billion U.S. dollars). Similar to the
1998 Yangtze River extreme rainfall, the 2016 extreme
rainfall coincided with the decaying phase of 2015/16
super El Niño through Pacific–East Asian teleconnection which enhanced the west Pacific subtropical
high (WPSH) and weakened the East Asia summer
monsoon (EASM), resulting in an anomalously anticyclonic circulation pattern over the northwestern
Pacific that brought lots of atmospheric moisture
from the Pacific to the Yangtze River (Wang et al.
2000; Yuan et al. 2017). A possible mechanism for the
lag-impact of El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
on East Asia summer climate is the Indo–western
Pacific Ocean capacitor (IPOC), where the North
Indian Ocean warming after El Niño plays an important role (Xie et al. 2016). The spatial distribution of
the 2016 extreme rainfall, however, is different from
that in 1998 with a northward shift of the ENSOforced teleconnection (Figs. 22.1e,f), which raises the
question of whether the climate change and El Niño
increase the likelihood of Yangtze River extreme
rainfall. This paper will examine the 2016 extreme
rainfall in a historical context, and investigate the
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effects of anthropogenic climate change and natural
climate variability (e.g., ENSO) on the likelihood of
the extreme rainfall.
Data and methods. Daily rainfall observations from
2474 China Meteorological Administration (CMA)
stations provided by CMA National Meteorological
Information Center (NMIC) were interpolated into
0.25-degree grid cells during June–July of 1951–2016
by using the inverse quadratic distance weighting
method (Yuan et al. 2016). Detecting the human
influence on precipitation change is a grand challenge especially at regional or local scales (Hu et al.
2003; Zhang et al. 2007). Therefore, daily rainfall at
0.25-degree grid cells were averaged over the middle
and lower reaches of Yangtze River (27°–34°N, 110°–
123°E) for a more robust analysis. The area-averaged
maximum 10-day rainfall amounts (RX10day) during
each June–July, which is a good indicator for flooding,
was selected to represent the extreme rainfall over
Yangtze River. The generalized extreme value (GEV)
distribution was used to fit the extreme rainfall distribution and to estimate the return period in this study.
To analyze the ENSO impact on the extreme rainfall, the extended reconstructed sea surface temperature version 4 (ERSSTv4; Huang et al. 2014) monthly
data during 1854–2016 was used as SST observations
in this study. An El Niño event was defined as the
mean Niño-3.4 (5°S–5°N, 120°–170°W) SST anomaly
during preceding December–February (DJF) exceeding 0.95°C (1σ) of the Niño-3.4 SST time series; a La
Niña event was defined by a mean SST anomaly of
less than −0.95°C. Note that the same criterion (>
0.95°C) was also applied for the model simulations
for the ENSO identification.
Daily rainfall and SST simulations from 14 atmosphere–ocean coupled general circulation models
(CGCMs; see Table ES22.1 for the model list) provided
by the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase
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Fig. 22.1. (a) Rainfall anomaly (colors; mm) in 26 Jun–5 Jul 2016 relative to 1981–2010 climatology in CMA/NMIC
observations. (b) Time series of 10-day accumulated rainfall anomaly (bar plot; mm) of 26 Jun–5 Jul averaged
over middle and lower reaches of Yangtze River [27°–34°N, 110°–123°E; dashed box in (a)] and Yangtze River
RX10day anomaly during Jun–Jul (green line; mm). (c) Return period (years) and 95% CI for RX10day anomaly;
red dot represents 2016. (d)–(f) Regressed RX10day anomaly (colors; mm) against Niño-3.4 SST in the preceding DJF during 1951–76, 1977–99, and 2000–16, respectively; stippling indicates a 90% confidence level (p < 0.1).

5 (CMIP5; Taylor et al. 2012) were used in this study.
For each CGCM, several pairs of realizations driven
by all (ALL) and natural only (NAT) forcings during
1950–2005 were used. A number of evaluation tests
were carried out to identify models: 1) as compared
S114 |
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with observation, variability of both simulated consecutive 10-day rainfall averaged over middle and
lower Yangtze River and DJF Niño-3.4 SST should
pass the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test with p < 0.05; 2)
standard deviations of model simulated Niño-3.4 SST

should be less than 1.43°C (1.5σ of observed Niño-3.4
SST); and 3) both ALL and NAT experiments should
produce a positive correlation between DJF Niño-3.4
and June–July RX10day. After evaluation, six CMIP5
models with 12 realizations (red bold in Table ES22.1)
were selected to determine the effects of anthropogenic climate change and ENSO on the Yangtze
River extreme rainfall. The fraction of attributable
risk (FAR; Stott et al. 2004) method that compares
the event tail probabilities (P) between CMIP5/NAT
and CMIP5/ALL simulations (FAR = 1−PNAT/PALL),
was used to assess the contribution of anthropogenic
climate change. For instance, a value of FAR = 0.5
suggests that the risk of an extreme event is doubled
over natural conditions due to anthropogenic climate
change. Bootstrapping was performed 1000 times to
estimate the FAR uncertainty.
Results. Figure 22.1a shows the spatial distribution
of 10-day accumulated rainfall anomaly during 26
June–5 July in 2016. Extreme rainfall was found to
have occurred over the middle and lower reaches of
Yangtze River, with anomaly exceeding 300–400 mm
within 10 days. Moreover, the area-averaged 10-day
rainfall anomaly in 2016 is ranked as the first during
recent 66 years (1951–2016) according to the CMA/
NMIC observations (bar plot in Fig. 22.1b). Figure
22.1c shows that the RX10day extreme rainfall index
in 2016 is also ranked as the first during 1951–2016,
with a return period of 88 years (>8 years at 95%
confidence level).
The Yangtze River extreme rainfall occurred in the
context of the 2015/16 super El Niño. Actually there
were statistically significant correlations between
Yangtze River extreme summer rainfall and preceding Niño-3.4 index. Figure ES22.1 shows that the
RX10day index during summer positively correlated
with the Niño-3.4 index in the preceding cold seasons,
with the highest correlation for DJF Niño-3.4 index.
To assess the El Niño impacts spatially, the RX10day
at each 0.25-degree grid cell were regressed against
Niño-3.4 index during preceding DJF (Wu et al.
2003). Figures 22.1d–f show the regressed RX10day
for the periods of 1951–76, 1977–99, and 2000–16,
respectively, where the ENSO forced teleconnection
pattern shifts from southeastern China to the middle
and lower reaches of Yangtze River after 2000, resulting in a pattern (Fig. 22.1f) that is similar to the
2016 extreme rainfall (Fig. 22.1a). This suggests the
northward shift of the ENSO forced teleconnection
may increase the risk of extreme rainfall over Yangtze
River. The cause of the shift is still unclear, and one
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

possibility is the decadal internal variability, such as
interdecadal Pacific oscillation (IPO). For example,
Song and Zhou (2016) found that the IPO plays a
dominant role in the decadal variation of the relationship between ENSO and East Asian summer monsoon
during the twentieth century.
Figure ES22.1 also shows that although the correlation is statistically significant, it is actually very
weak (less than 0.25). This implies that other factors,
such as sea–ice, land surface processes, stratosphere,
and unforced internal variability due to the chaos
of the weather, may play a role. Moreover, Gao et al.
(2014) argued that only a small fraction of monthly
precipitation in eastern China is predictable. He et
al. (2016) also indicated that only about 18% of the
interannual variation of rainfall over East Asian land
can be explained by SST. Tropical Indian and Pacific
Oceans each account for approximately 6% of the
total variance of rainfall. These studies document
the dominant role of atmospheric internal dynamical
processes in variation of East Asian summer rainfall.
In fact, Sterl et al. (2007) showed that changes in the
strength of ENSO teleconnection could be very small
and only detectable on centennial time scales.
To explore the causality of the risk change, CMIP5
model simulations with ALL and NAT-only forcings
were used. Similar to other CGCM applications (Yuan
and Wood 2013; Wang et al. 2017), CMIP5 models
seem to overrepresent the ENSO–seasonal mean rainfall teleconnection (not shown) and under-represent
the ENSO–extreme rainfall teleconnection (Fig.
ES22.2). Models’ simulations on the teleconnection
pattern, however, can be improved to some extent
with the consideration of anthropogenic forcings
(Fig. ES22.2), suggesting that anthropogenic climate
change may play an important role in influencing
the likelihood of the Yangtze River extreme rainfall.
Therefore, the probability density functions
(PDFs) for RX10day of CMIP5 model simulations,
were calculated by fitting GEV distributions. The
FAR for the RX10day heavier than the 2016 case is
0.38 (±0.21), with the return period decreased from
72 years [95% confidence interval (CI): 34–238 years]
to 45 years (CI: 24–120 years) under the influence of
the anthropogenic climate change (Fig. 22.2a). For
the results during El Niño years (Fig. 22.2b), there
is a more robust difference between the simulations
with and without anthropogenic forcings, with FAR
changed to 0.64 (±0.27). Figure 22.2b also shows that
an extreme rainfall event like that in 2016 is most
likely to occur in El Niño years with ALL forcings
(red square), and least likely in La Niña years without
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Fig. 22.2. (a) Return periods for Yangtze River RX10day
anomaly from CMIP5 simulations under ALL and NAT
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